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Abstract
The NUMA architecture accommodates the hardware trend
of an increasing number of CPU cores. It requires the coop-
eration of memory allocators to achieve good performance
for multithreaded applications. Unfortunately, existing allo-
cators do not support NUMA architecture well. This paper
presents a novel memory allocator – NUMAlloc, that is de-
signed for the NUMA architecture. NUMAlloc is centered on
a binding-based memory management. On top of it, NUMAl-
loc proposes an “origin-aware memory management” to
ensure the locality of memory allocations and deallocations,
as well as a method called “incremental sharing” to balance
the performance benefits and memory overhead of using
transparent huge pages. According to our extensive evalua-
tion, NUMAlloc has the best performance among all evaluated
allocators, running 15.7% faster than the second-best allo-
cator (mimalloc), and 20.9% faster than the default Linux
allocator with reasonable memory overhead. NUMAlloc is
also scalable to 128 threads and is ready for deployment.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Mem-
ory management.

Keywords: Memory Allocation, NUMA Architecture
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1 Introduction
Non-UniformMemory Access (NUMA) is the de-facto design
for modern many-core machines to address the scalability
issues of increasing hardware cores. In NUMA architecture,
each processor (or called node/socket interchangeably) has
its ownmemory, allowing threads running on different nodes
to access their own memory concurrently. Unfortunately, it
is challenging to achieve the expected scalability. One noto-
rious performance issue is caused by remote accesses that a
task accesses the memory of a remote node (called remote
memory), since a remote access has much higher latency
than accessing the memory from the local node (or a local
access) [10]. Although many profiling tools are proposed to
identify NUMA issues of applications [29, 37, 43, 49, 58, 63,
64], they typically focus on issues inside a memory object,
while still requiring memory allocators to ensure the locality
of memory allocations/deallocations.
In order to reduce remote accesses, some NUMA-aware

allocators [31, 35, 62] have been proposed in the past. Kamin-
ski built the first NUMA-aware memory allocator on top of
TCMalloc in 2008 [31], called TCMalloc-NUMA in the re-
mainder of this paper, which has been integrated into the
modern TCMalloc [34]. TCMalloc-NUMA adds a freelist and
page-span for each NUMAnode, and binds the physical mem-
ory to a physical node explicitly. TCMalloc-NUMA improves
the locality by allocating objects from the per-node list/page-
span that a thread is running on. mimalloc [41] proposes
per-page (e.g., 64K) freelists that are typically allocated/used
by a single thread, which increases the locality.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3591195.3595276
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However, existing designs are not sufficient to eliminate
remote accesses: (1) although in theory an allocator can al-
ways check a thread’s physical node (e.g., via the system
call) so that a thread only allocates the memory from its
local node, that is unfortunately too expensive due to the
high overhead of the system call (around 10, 000 cycles for
getting the node of the memory); (2) Some common practice
of existing allocators also weakens the locality guarantee:
each thread typically tracks objects deallocated by itself, and
prefers the available memory in its local cache upon memory
allocations. However, there is no guarantee that an object
deallocated by a thread is originally from the thread’s local
physical node; (3) Threads can be migrated by the underlying
operating system from one node to another, where the migra-
tion will turn all of a thread’s local accesses to remote ones.
(4) Existing allocators do not take advantage of the location
relationship between threads and memory when handling
memory allocations/deallocations, initializing metadata, and
sharing huge pages.
To address these issues, we propose a novel binding-

based allocator, called NUMAlloc. NUMAlloc performs thread-
binding and memory-binding inside the allocator at the same
time. The thread-binding provides the following benefits: (1)
it enables NUMAlloc to obtain the origin (or the physical
node) of threads with few instructions without using expen-
sive system calls, as threads are always staying at the same
node; (2) Thread binding eliminates remote accesses caused
by the above-mentioned thread migrations. Note that NUMAl-
loc’s thread-binding binds a thread to a specific node, instead
of a particular core. It does not exclude OS-based schedul-
ing, where the OS could still schedule based on the changed
resource. By default, NUMAlloc takes the node-interleaved
binding that binds continuous threads to different nodes in
an interleaved way so that every node will have a similar
number of threads. Given such a node balanced binding, we
argue that NUMAlloc can be also employed in the server en-
vironment with thread-pool design. Further, NUMAlloc could
also support node-saturate binding or any explicit binding
provided by users, allowing users to provide more control.
The combination of thread-binding and memory-binding
inside the allocator provides a clear relationship between
threads and memory. Therefore, it enables more advanced
memory management discussed as follows, addressing the
other two above-mentioned issues.

Based on memory and thread binding, NUMAlloc ensures
the full locality of memory allocations with its origin-aware
memory management. NUMAlloc guarantees that each
thread will always allocate the memory from the same physi-
cal node that the thread is running on. Since NUMAlloc binds
the virtual memory to physical nodes explicitly and main-
tains the mapping relationship internally, it could always
infer the origin of each object. During deallocations, NUMAl-
loc guarantees that a freed object will be always placed into
a freelist with the same origin as the allocating thread. In

particular, an object is returned to the deallocating thread
only if the object is originated from the same node as the
current thread; otherwise, it will be returned to its original
node (e.g., per-node freelist). In addition, NUMAlloc ensures
that all heap metadata exists on the same local node, such as
the metadata of tracking the size of objects.
Based on thread-binding, NUMAlloc proposes a new in-

cremental sharing mechanism to take advantage of the
Transparent Huge Pages (THP) of modern hardware [13].
Huge pages are expected to significantly reduce Translation
Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses, as each page table entry cov-
ers a larger range of virtual addresses (e.g., 2MB instead of
4KB). However, most existing allocators [3, 8, 40] do not sup-
port huge pages, or even require to disable huge pages [4].
Allocators supporting huge pages have their own shortcom-
ings: LLAMA [45] allocates objects from huge pages based
on the liveness of objects, but requires expensive analysis
and profiling; TEMERAIRE [28] does not share huge pages
between different threads, since mistakenly letting two re-
mote threads share the same huge page may impose some
performance degradation. In contrast, NUMAlloc’s thread
binding makes it possible to share the huge pages between
threads running on the same node. We call it “incremental
sharing” as each thread only fetches the amount of memory
it needs from the current page at a time, instead of the entire
page. Therefore, NUMAlloc combines the best of both worlds
that it takes the performance advantage of huge pages but
does not deteriorate the memory consumption.

We have performed an extensive evaluation on synthetic
and real applications, with 25 applications in total. We com-
pared NUMAlloc with popular allocators, such as the default
Linux allocator, TCMalloc [24], jemalloc [20], Intel TBB [53],
Scalloc [3], and mimalloc [41]. NUMAlloc is running around
16% faster than the second-best allocator (mimalloc), achiev-
ing around 21% speedup comparing to the default Linux
allocator. For the best case, NUMAlloc runs up to 5.3× and
4.6× faster than the default allocator and mimalloc. At the
same time, NUMAlloc’s memory consumption is compara-
ble to industrial-level allocators, such as TCMalloc, jemalloc,
and mimalloc. NUMAlloc is muchmore scalable than all other
allocators based on our evaluation. NUMAlloc shows promis-
ing potential for production deployment, due to its high
performance and good scalability. Overall, this paper makes
the following contributions:

• It proposes the first binding-based memory man-
agement to support the NUMA architecture.

• It proposes an origin-aware memory management
to ensure the full locality of memory allocations.

• It proposes an incremental sharing to achieve a bet-
ter balance between the performance and memory
consumption for huge pages.

• Experimental results show that applications with NU-
MAlloc achieves better performance and scalability
than all widely-used commercial allocators.
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2 Background
This section discusses the NUMA architecture, existing OS
support and common design of memory allocators.

2.1 NUMA Architecture and OS Support
The Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture is
designed to solve the scalability issue, due to its decentral-
ized nature. Instead of making all cores wait for the same
memory controller, the NUMA architecture typically is in-
stalled with multiple memory controllers, where a group of
CPU cores has its memory controller (called a node). Due to
multiple memory controllers, the contention for the memory
controller is largely reduced and therefore the scalability
can be improved correspondingly. However, applications
running on the NUMA architecture may suffer from remote
accesses [10], where a thread accesses the memory in a re-
mote node. Further, when multiple threads are accessing
the memory in the same node, it may cause interconnect
congestion and node imbalance [10].
Operating Systems already support the NUMA architec-

ture, especially on task scheduling and physical memory
allocation. For task scheduling support, the OS provides
some system calls that allow users to bind a task to a spe-
cific node. For memory allocation, the OS provides system
calls (e.g., mbind) to change memory allocation policy for
a range of memory or for the whole process [18, 38]. How-
ever, those system calls still require programmers to specify
the policy explicitly, which cannot, therefore, automatically
provide the performance improvements. NUMAlloc relies on
these existing system calls to manage memory allocations,
as further described in Section 3, but without the need of
changing user programs explicitly. Similar to NUMAlloc, the
NUMA programming library libnuma [6] also utilizes these
system calls to offer a user-friendly interface for data place-
ment and thread binding policies. NUMAlloc differs from it
in pioneering adoption of these ideas inside the allocator
and we will see the benefits of it in Section 4. Linux also
supports Automatic NUMA balancing (AutoNUMA) [26],
which characterizes the memory accesses of each thread and
migrates the threads or memory pages to improve the mem-
ory access locality. However, AutoNUMA may degrade the
performance due to its unmap of the memory frequently [7],
which cannot replace the NUMA-aware memory allocator.

2.2 Common Designs of Memory Allocators
Memory allocators share some common designs. First, most
allocators manage objects differently based on the size of ob-
jects. For big objects, allocators may request objects from the
OS directly and return them to the OS directly upon deallo-
cation [8]. On the other hand, small objects will be tracked in
freelists based on size classes. Managing small objects can be
further classified into multiple categories, such as sequential,
BiBOP and region-based, where region-based allocators do

not belong to general-purpose allocators [23, 50]. For sequen-
tial allocators, subsequent memory allocations are satisfied
in a continuous memory block [5]. BiBOP-style allocators,
which stands for “Big-Bag-of-Pages” [27], utilize one or mul-
tiple continuous pages as a “bag” that holds objects of the
same size class. Currently many performance-oriented allo-
cators [3, 20, 24], and most secure allocators [21, 50, 55, 56],
belong to this category. Second, to support multithreaded
applications, modern allocators (e.g., TCMalloc) often imple-
ment the “per-thread heap” that tracks deallocated objects
from the current thread [31], where allocating objects from
per-thread heaps do not need to acquire locks. Therefore,
the per-thread heap is expected to reduce the contention
between threads. When the number of objects or the size of
freed objects of a per-thread heap is larger than a threshold,
it will return objects to a common heap shared by multi-
ple threads. NUMAlloc borrows these common designs in its
implementation.

3 Design and Implementation
NUMAlloc is designed as a replacement memory allocator. It
intercepts all memory allocation/deallocation invocations
via the preloading mechanism, and redirects them to NUMAl-
loc’s implementation. Therefore, there is no need to change
the source code of applications, and there is no need to use
a custom OS or hardware. In the following, we first discuss
NUMAlloc’s basic heap layout, and then discuss multiple com-
ponents that separate it from existing allocators.

3.1 Basic Heap Layout

Figure 1. Overview of NUMAlloc’s heap layout.

NUMAlloc’s heap layout is designed as Figure 1. Initially,
NUMAlloc requests a large and continuous block of mem-
ory from the underlying OS, and then divides it evenly into
multiple regions based on the number of hardware nodes.
Each region is bound to a different physical node via mbind
system call. In particular, the first region is bound to the
first node, the second one is bound to the second node, and
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so on. This design enables us to compute the physical node
quickly from a memory address: we could compute the in-
dex of the physical node by dividing the heap offset by the
region size. Each node’s memory region will be further di-
vided into two sub-regions, one for small objects, and the
other one for big objects. The bpSmall pointer is utilized
to track never-allocated memory for small objects, and the
bpBig pointer tracks the position of big objects. Similar to
existing allocators, NUMAlloc manages small and big objects
differently. For small objects (< 512KB), each request will be
satisfied from a particular size class and NUMAlloc utilizes
the well-known BiBOP style that all objects in the same bag
(32KB by default) will have the same size class. Big object
allocation will be satisfied in a sequential manner and their
sizes are aligned to the size of one bag.

To support the NUMAarchitecture, a per-node heap (PerN-
odeHeap in Figure 1) is proposed that has one freelist for
each size class and one common freelist for all big objects
from the current node. To reduce the contention, NUMAlloc
adopts a per-thread heap (PerThreadHeap in Figure 1) that
maintains a freelist for each size class, which requires no lock
protection since each thread has its own per-thread heap.
However, this may introduce memory blowup [8] that freed
objects of a per-thread heap cannot be utilized for future
allocations from other threads, which will be addressed in
Section 3.5. NUMAlloc tracks the small objects’ size infor-
mation in a separate area called PerBagSizeInfo, while the
big objects utilize a linked list called PerBigObjectSizeInfo
to store the size and availability information, which allows
coalescing multiple continuous big objects into a bigger one
upon deallocations.

Overall, NUMAlloc includes a novel layout that can quickly
compute the physical node (with the memory binding) and
a per-node heap to support node-aware allocations. This
design allows it to perform origin-aware memory manage-
ment and incremental sharing efficiently, as discussed in the
following sections.

3.2 Binding-Based Memory Management
As described in Section 1, thread migration will cause multi-
ple performance issues for the NUMA architecture. There-
fore, NUMAlloc binds each thread to a node specifically to
avoid thread migration across different nodes. NUMAlloc cur-
rently supports two types of binding, node-interleaved bind-
ing and node-saturate binding. Node-interleaved binding
binds continuous threads to different nodes in an interleaved
way so that every node will have a similar number of threads.
That is, the first thread will be bound to the node that it is
scheduled to run by the OS, and the second thread will be
bound to its next node, and so on. Instead, the node-saturate
binding will bind sufficient threads to a node first before
binding to a different node. For node-saturate binding, the
threads to be assigned will be the same as the number of
hardware cores. NUMAlloc uses node-interleaved binding by

default but users can switch to the node-saturate binding
by controlling the environment variable. As evaluated in
Section 4, even a simple binding policy like node-interleaved
binding can provide significant performance improvement
for most applications. Further, users can provide their cus-
tomized binding via a configuration file to fit the workload.

Note that NUMAlloc only binds a thread to a node, instead
of a core, which still allows the scheduling initiated by the
OS. To perform the binding correctly, NUMAlloc obtains the
hardware topology in the initialization phase via the numa_-
node_to_cpus API, which tells the relationship between
each CPU core and each node. Then it intercepts all thread
creations in order to bind a newly-created thread to a specific
node.
In addition to thread binding, NUMAlloc also includes

memory binding, which bindsmemory regions to eachNUMA
node, as discussed in Section 3.1. With both bindings, NUMAl-
loc can quickly obtain the physical node where a heap object
is located, as well as the node where the thread is running,
without the need for expensive system calls, which makes
more advanced memory management possible. In summary,
NUMAlloc’s memory management is based on bindings and
we are the first to show how much performance improve-
ment can be obtained if bindings are considered within the
allocator.

3.3 Origin-Aware Memory Management
As described in Section 3.1, NUMAlloc includes an origin-
computable design that could quickly determine the origin
of each heap object via the computation. On top of it, NUMAl-
loc proposes an origin-aware deallocation that will always
return a freed object to a freelist with the same origin. In
particular, if a freed object originated from a different node,
it is returned to its original node’s freelist. Otherwise, a small
object is returned to the current thread’s freelist and a big
object is returned to the current node’s freelist. Compared
to node-based freelists, there is no need to acquire a lock
when operating on the per-thread freelist. Different from
all existing work, NUMAlloc may return a freed object into
the per-thread list or its original node’s freelist, instead of
simply putting it into the per-thread list. That is, NUMAlloc
considers the origination of objects for deallocations.

NUMAlloc also ensures node-local memory allocations.
For small objects, the allocation follows this order: (1) The
per-thread’s freelist will be checked first, since there is no
need to acquire any lock and objects may be still hit in the
cache (as they are just accessed by the thread). (2) If the per-
thread freelist does not have available objects, NUMAlloc tries
to allocate from the current node’s freelist. As mentioned
above, a node’s freelist holds objects originating from this
node. (3) If the previous two steps fail, we will allocate the
memory from the current node’s un-allocated region, as
shown by bpSmall in Figure 1. For big objects, allocation will
be satisfied from per-node freelists or un-allocated region
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(pointed by bpBig pointer in Figure 1) of the current node,
indicating the allocation locality.

3.4 Incremental Sharing
When Transparent Huge Page (THP) is enabled, the OS
prefers to allocate huge pages if a program touches a contin-
uous memory region with a size larger than a huge page (e.g.,
2MB). Since NUMAlloc allocates a large region initially (as
shown in Figure 1), huge pages will be employed by the OS
correspondingly. However, it is important to reduce mem-
ory fragmentation, as one allocation from a memory block
will be assigned to a huge page. NUMAlloc makes multiple
threads (from the same node) share the same huge page,
instead of having a separate superblock for each thread as
Scalloc [3] and TEMERAIRE [28]. That is, when a thread is
running out of memory, it obtains only multiple objects at a
time (currently 32KB for one bag) from the corresponding
memory block, instead of getting few megabytes for each
per-thread heap. For small objects larger than 32KB (but less
than 512KB), each thread will get only one object at a time,
by aligning to 32KB as well. This is why it is called “incre-
mental sharing”. NUMAlloc allows objects with different size
classes to share the same huge page, to further reduce the
memory fragmentation.

In the evaluation, we observe that NUMAlloc actually will
utilize huge pages for metadata, which may introduce un-
necessary memory overhead since it only needs 8 bytes for
“PerBagSizeInfo” used internally by NUMAlloc. To get rid of
this overhead, we leverage the madvise system call to make
the metadata memory allocate from normal pages. These
are the basic reasons that NUMAlloc has much less memory
consumption than Scalloc, as evaluated in Section 4.2.

Figure 2. Per-thread freelist and per-node freelist design to
achieve efficient object movement.

3.5 Efficient Object Movement
NUMAlloc requires moving freed objects between per-thread
and per-node freelists frequently to reduce memory blowup.

On the one hand, when a per-thread freelist has too many
freed objects, some of them should be moved to the per-node
freelist so that other threads could re-utilize these freed ob-
jects. On the other hand, each per-thread freelist needs to
obtain freed objects from its per-node heap, when a thread is
running out of memory. Therefore, an efficient mechanism
is required to support frequent movement. Existing alloca-
tors, such as TCMalloc [24], traverse the freelist to collect
a specified number of objects, and then move all of them
at a time, which unfortunately has the following issues: (1)
traversing a freelist will bring some unnecessary data to the
cache when an allocator is reusing freed objects from the
freelist. This loading wastes the cache resources and evicts
cache lines with useful content in the future. (2) Existing
allocators typically move recently-freed objects (and hot in
cache) to other freelist, which is not good for performance.
(3) The traversal of the shared list (per-node heap) may in-
troduce significant lock contention, if multiple threads are
waiting to fetch objects from the shared list.

NUMAlloc proposes an efficient mechanism with the fol-
lowing data structures to avoid these issues. First, each per-
thread freelist maintains two pointers that point to the least
recently used objects (shown as the Tail pointer) and the𝑛𝑡ℎ
pointer (counted from the tail, shown as the nth pointer) in
the upper part of Figure 2. This structure avoids the traverse
of freelist during the movement, and allows the movement of
the least recently used objects (between (𝑛+1)𝑡ℎ and𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑙 ) to
the per-node freelist. After the movement, the Tail pointer
will be set to the original 𝑛𝑡ℎ object. Second, NUMAlloc also
proposes a circular array shown in the bottom part of Figure 2
that helps move objects from the shared per-node freelist to
per-thread freelists. Each per-node freelist actually consists
of many sub-lists, where a Head pointer and a Tail pointer
point to the header and the tail of each sub-list. When a
thread is moving multiple objects from the per-node freelist,
it will move all objects in a sub-list (pointed by a pair of
Head and Tail pointers) at a time. Therefore, there is no
need to traverse the whole list to obtain these objects for the
movement, which reduces the contention.

4 Experimental Evaluation
This section aims to answer the following questions:

• Performance: How is NUMAlloc’s performance, com-
paring to existing general allocators and NUMA-aware
allocators? (Section 4.1)

• Memory Consumption: What is the memory con-
sumption of NUMAlloc? (Section 4.2)

• Scalability: How is the scalability of NUMAlloc? (Sec-
tion 4.3)

• Impact of Design Choices: What is the impact of
each design choice on the performance of NUMAlloc?
(Section 4.4)
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Experimental Setup: NUMAlloc was evaluated on an Intel
Xeon(R) Platinum 8153 machine with 8 nodes, where each
node has 16 cores. 8 nodes are divided into two groups, where
the four nodes of each group are fully connected, and there
are four links between the two groups. Any two nodes are
less than or equal to 2 hops, where the latency of one hop
and two hops is 2.1× and 3.1× of local accesses, respectively.
The machine is installed with 512GB memory. The under-
lying OS is Linux Debian 10 and the compiler is GCC-8.3.0.
In the evaluation, transparent huge page, AutoNUMA and
hyperthreading are enabled unless otherwise specified.
Compared Allocators: We compare NUMAlloc with the de-
fault Linux allocator (Glibc-2.28) [44], TCMalloc [34], TCMalloc-
NUMA [31], jemalloc-5.2.1 [20], Intel TBB-2021.5 [32], Scalloc-
1.0.0 [3], and mimalloc-1.6.7 [41]. Note that we are compar-
ing against TCMalloc’s and TBB’s NUMA awareness version.
The evaluated TCMalloc already includes TEMERAIRE [28]’s
huge page support. We do not include Hoard [8] as it is not
the state-of-art anymore [3, 41].
Evaluated Applications: We evaluated the PARSEC ap-
plications [9], five OpenMP/MPI applications AMG, LAMMPS,
Nekbone, QMCPACK, and Quicksilver from CORAL-2 Bench-
marks [1], and real applications including Aget, Apache
httpd-2.4.35, Memcached-1.4.25, MySQL-5.7.15, Pbzip2,
Pfscan and SQLite-3.12.0. PARSEC applications are us-
ing native inputs [9]. We utilize 128 threads, which is the
same as the number of cores of the evaluated machine. For
Apache, we use the ab script to send 1,000,000 requests [22].
For MySQL, we use sysbench with 128 threads separately,
each issuing 100,000 requests. For Memcached, the python-
memcached is used to evaluate it with 3000 loops to get the
sufficient runtime [52]. Aget is tested by downloading a 30-
MB file, and Pfscan is tested by searching a keyword in a
500MB data. In terms of Pbzip2, we test it by compressing
10 files with 30MB each. Finally, SQLite is tested through a
program called threadtest3 [16]. For OpenMP/MPI appli-
cations, we use a hybrid MPI + OpenMP mode with one MPI
process per node and 16 OpenMP threads per process.

4.1 Performance Evaluation
Figure 3 shows the performance of PARSEC, OpenMP/MPI
and real applications with different allocators (separated by
one empty column). The runtime of each allocator is nor-
malized to that of Linux’s default one. Overall, NUMAlloc
has the best performance among these allocators. In particu-
lar, NUMAlloc is 15.7% faster than the second-best allocator
(mimalloc) and 20.9% faster than the default Linux allocator.
For the best case (e.g., fluidanimate), NUMAlloc is running
up to 5.3× faster than the default Linux allocator, and 4.6×
faster than mimalloc. On average, NUMAlloc is 18.4%, 18.2%,
and 20.7% faster than TCMalloc [34], TCMalloc-NUMA [31],
Intel TBB [33], all of which are NUMA-aware allocators. Con-
sidering only real applications, NUMAlloc outperforms both
the default Linux allocator and mimalloc by an average of

8.6% and 7.4%, respectively. We further evaluated a larger
scale version of memcached and NUMAlloc still outperforms
other allocators.
As shown in Figure 3, NUMAlloc has a significant per-

formance improvement (over 25%) in the following appli-
cations, including dedup, fluidanimate, streamcluster,
swaptions, pbzip2, AMG, LAMMPS, and Quicksilver. We fur-
ther examine the number of remote accesses and TLB misses
to confirm whether NUMAlloc significantly reduces them
for these applications. The results are shown in Figure 4,
which includes the runtime performance (black line), remote
accesses (blue line), and TLB misses plus remote accesses
(red line) together for a better comparison. Overall, NUMAl-
loc significantly reduces the number of remote accesses for
the evaluated applications. In particular, NUMAlloc has 9×
fewer remote accesses than the default Linux allocator and
8× fewer than the second-best allocator (mimalloc) on aver-
age. For TLB misses, NUMAlloc reduces it by 18× compared
to the default Linux allocator. We also notice that, as ex-
pected, TCMalloc performs best among allocators other than
NUMAlloc with a low number of TLB misses (about 1.7× of
NUMAlloc) due to its support for huge pages. As can be seen
from Figure 4, NUMAlloc greatly reduces the number of re-
mote accesses for five applications, fluidanimate, Pbzip2,
streamcluster, LAMMPS, and AMG. Let us utilize fluidani-
mate as an example, where NUMAlloc is running 4.8× faster
than TBB and 5.3× faster than the default Linux allocator.
Figure 4 shows that TBB and the default Linux allocator
have 5.9× and 6.2× more remote accesses than NUMAlloc,
which explains why NUMAlloc is the fastest on this appli-
cation. NUMAlloc’s big reduction of remote accesses can be
attributed to the following factors: its thread binding avoids
unnecessary remote accesses; its metadata is placed on the
local node, based on the binding design; its origin-aware
memory allocation ensures locality of memory allocations.

However, for some applications, there is not much differ-
ence in the number of remote accesses compared to some
allocators. Based on our investigation, NUMAlloc is running
faster than others due to the reduction of TLB misses instead.
Taking dedup as an example, compared to TCMalloc-NUMA,
NUMAlloc generates 1.8% more remote accesses, but it has
more than 21× fewer TLB misses, resulting in better per-
formance. This is also true for swaptions compared with
Scalloc and mimalloc. From Figure 4, we notice that mimal-
loc has a surprisingly low number of remote accesses on
swaptions compared to all other allocators. We currently
do not know the exact reason for this. Nevertheless, NUMAl-
loc ended up performing slightly better due to 1.57× fewer
TLB misses. For Quicksilver, although NUMAlloc reduces
the remote accesses and TLB misses by 1.62× and 1.13×
compared to the second-best allocator (mimalloc), the per-
formance is slightly worse. This is because other factors (e.g.
cache misses) dominate the performance. But this is the only
exception across all evaluations. In most cases, fewer remote
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Figure 3. Performance of different allocators on PARSEC, OpenMP/MPI and real applications,
where all data are normalized to that of the default Linux allocator. Here, a lower bar indicates a better performance.

Note that some applications failed to run with some allocators (mainly due to OOM).

Figure 4. Normalized runtime, remote accesses, and TLB misses of different allocators, where
the remote accesses and TLB misses data are normalized to that of NUMAlloc and runtime data is normalized to
that of the default Linux allocator for better comparison of line trend. All data are finally log-transformed to

limit the range of data distribution. Here, a lower number indicates a better performance.

accesses and TLB misses indicate better performance. If we look at remote accesses plus TLB misses data (red line) in
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Figure 4, NUMAlloc always performs the best among all eval-
uated allocators. Meanwhile, we observe that the remote
accesses plus TLB misses (red line) generally has a positive
correlation with application performance (black line). To
summarize, NUMAlloc has fewer remote accesses and fewer
TLB misses, which are the reasons that it outperforms other
allocators.

4.2 Memory Consumption
We also measure the memory consumption of different allo-
cators on PARSEC benchmark [9] and real applications, as
shown in Table 1. Overall, the default Linux allocator has the
smallest memory consumption, and Intel TBB is the second-
best one. NUMAlloc’s total memory consumption is around
17.6% more than that of the default Linux allocator, but it is
similar to TCMalloc and 1.63× better than the second fastest
allocator (mimalloc).
The memory consumption of NUMAlloc is almost 4.5×

lower than that of Scalloc with huge page support. Similar to
NUMAlloc, Scalloc allocates a big region of virtual memory
from the underlying OS initially, which will be backed by
huge pages physically. While the huge pages can improve
the performance of an application, they can also lead to a
significant increase in memory usage. For example, an ap-
plication will use 2MB of physical memory even if it only
allocates a small object (e.g., 8 bytes). Compared to Scalloc,
NUMAllocmakes threads (with different size classes) running
on the same node share the same huge page, as described
in Section 3.4, which effectively reduces its memory con-
sumption. That is why the total memory consumption of
NUMAlloc is far better than Scalloc. Interestingly, we observe
that the memory consumption of NUMAlloc is similar to that
of TCMalloc (TEMERAIRE [28]), which is a state-of-the-art
allocator optimized specifically for huge pages. We expect
that NUMAlloc’s memory consumption can be further re-
duced by utilizing some complicated mechanisms proposed
by TEMERAIRE.
We further confirmed the memory consumption when

transparent huge page support is disabled, which can be
seen as the “w/o THP” column in Table 1. In this case, NU-
MAlloc’s total memory overhead is actually comparable to
the default Linux allocator and TBB, where the total mem-
ory consumption is decreased from 15938 MB to 13622 MB.
That is, NUMAlloc imposes a low memory overhead when
not using huge pages.

4.3 Scalability
To validate the scalability of NUMAlloc, we use four synthetic
applications from Hoard [8], including threadtest, lar-
son [39], cache-scratch and cache-slash, which is also
employed by existing work [3]. We do not use the PARSEC
applications, as they are not scalable by design. For instance,
raytrace has no performance difference when running with
16 threads or 40 threads. In the evaluation, we maximize the

number of threads on each node for NUMAlloc. For instance,
32 threads will use 2 nodes, as each node has 16 cores. For
other allocators, we only specify the number of threads, and
it is up to the OS to determine the scheduling.
Figure 5 demonstrates how the performance speedup of

various allocators changes as the number of threads increases.
All data are normalized to the runtime of Linux’s default al-
locator under one thread. Overall, NUMAlloc has the best
performance when the number of threads is 128. Its aver-
age speedup is 88×, compared to Linux’s allocator with one
thread, while the second-best allocator – mimalloc – has a
75× speedup. In contrast, the default Linux allocator only has
a speedup of 49×. That is, NUMAlloc has the best scalability
compared to other allocators.
Among these applications, cache-scratch and cache-

thrash test false sharing issues that can be introduced by
allocators, where multiple threads access different objects in
the same cache line. When false sharing occurs, threads ac-
cessing seemingly unrelated data will invalidate each other
when performing writes, resulting in performance degra-
dation. cache-scratch tests passive false sharing, which is
introduced upon deallocations, where a freed object can be
utilized by another thread. cache-thrash tests active false
sharing, which in contrast is introduced during the initial
allocations, where multiple continuous objects sharing the
same cache line are allocated to different threads. Based
on our understanding, NUMAlloc will not introduce active
false sharing, since each thread will get a page of objects
initially. Although NUMAlloc might introduce some passive
false sharing due to its per-thread cache design, it avoids
remote allocations across the node, where other allocators
do not have such mechanisms. We believe that is the major
reason for NUMAlloc’s better performance.

In these four applications, NUMAlloc only performs worse
than mimalloc for larson with 128 threads. larson simu-
lates a multithreaded server that can respond to requests
from different clients. In this application, each thread is given
a set of objects, and they perform random deallocations and
allocations on these objects within a round, and finally pass
the objects to the next thread before terminating. Unlike
other applications, larson runs for a fixed time and we use
a throughput metric (the number of memory allocations per
second) to measure the performance. Remote deallocations
are quite common for this application, as local objects can be
passed to other remote threads. Therefore, the performance
of larson is sensitive to the memory recycling mechanisms
of the allocator, as observed in the existing work [3, 54]. As
discussed in Section 3.3, the remote object’s deallocation is
managed by the original node’s freelist to ensure the locality.
This freelist is shared among all threads running on this
node, which can become a bottleneck when serving multi-
ple deallocations at the same time. Nevertheless, NUMAlloc
still performs better than most allocators on larson and can
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Table 1. Memory consumption of different allocators.

Apps
Memory Usage (MB)

default Linux NUMAlloc TCMalloc TCMalloc-NUMA jemalloc TBB Scalloc mimallocallocator w/ THP w/o THP
blackscholes 615 779 615 635 622 633 615 631 622
bodytrack 35 95 46 129 43 566 35 2019 46
canneal 888 825 770 884 757 1286 889 9323 891
dedup 907 1200 1097 1111 1005 1397 910 10228 1592
facesim 2630 3428 2726 2973 2742 3540 2630 9102 3177
ferret 211 319 220 348 213 652 182 3424 647
fluidanimate 470 543 342 492 482 480 470 5371 476
freqmine 1877 1433 1342 1913 2658 1899 1859 1870 3084
raytrace 1287 1445 1627 1115 1414 1287 1288 9177 1392
streamcluster 112 132 111 160 123 127 113 195 138
swaptions 41 182 19 111 22 547 41 1817 14
vips 225 487 287 451 268 776 225 3666 983
x264 2856 3019 2721 3480 3064 3720 2860 5433 4094
Aget 8 53 5 38 47 94 42 122 44
Apache 4 4 4 10 19 10 4 42 4
Memcached 16 28 18 25 54 41 18 305 32
Mysql 282 429 243 327 609 854 282 975
Pbzip2 525 898 823 1088 859 1161 534 5413 7213
Pfscan 522 526 523 537 528 535 522 554 524
Sqlite3 45 113 83 119 75 143 46 686 109
Geomean 1.00 1.56 0.99 1.57 1.40 2.30 1.09 7.47 1.72
Total 13556 15938 13622 15946 15604 19748 13565 69378 26057

scale to 128 threads. All of these data indicate that NUMAlloc
is scalable to 128 cores.

4.4 Design Choices
This section further confirms NUMAlloc’s multiple design
choices.

4.4.1 Choices of Thread Binding. NUMAlloc’s memory
management is based on binding, including thread binding
and memory binding. We believe such bindings benefit the
performance and open up other design opportunities, such as
origin-aware memory management, metadata allocation and
incremental sharing. The combination of all design choices
makes NUMAlloc a faster and more efficient allocator. There-
fore, we cannot evaluate the impact of thread binding by
directly disabling it on NUMAlloc since other designs depend
on it. To overcome this problem, we implement a thread
binding library that allows other allocators to enable bind-
ing. Figure 6(a) shows the impact of thread binding on two
allocators, default Linux allocator and TCMalloc. The re-
sults are normalized to the data with thread binding of each
allocator, respectively, so we omit the ones with thread bind-
ing. Thus, this figure can be considered to show how much
slower it would run without thread binding. Here we use
the node-interleaved binding. As shown in Figure 6(a), the
thread binding improves the performance significantly for
some applications. For instance, fluidanimate runs around
4.45× faster on default Linux allocator and 3.66× faster on

TCMalloc with the node-interleaved thread binding. Simi-
larly, streamcluster runs around 20% and 30% faster than
the corresponding one without the binding. We further use
perf [2] to analyze the reasons for the significant perfor-
mance improvement of these two applications. The results
confirm that remote accesses are significantly reduced with
thread binding, mainly due to the elimination of thread mi-
gration. Interestingly, the cache miss rate also decreases with
thread binding. Overall, thread binding will benefit the per-
formance of most applications without hurting others, which
should be included in the memory allocator by default.

We also compare the performance of two types of thread
binding: node-interleaved and node-saturate thread binding.
In node-saturate binding, we bind the maximum possible
number of threads (same as the number of cores) to a node
and then switch to the next node. As shown in Figure 6(b), the
node-interleaved thread binding is almost always better than
node-saturate thread binding, except for vips. On average,
node-interleaved binding is around 19% faster than node-
saturate one for these evaluated applications. This indicates
that people should use node-interleaved binding, if they
would like to employ all hardware cores. However, if they
onlywant to use partial cores, then the node-saturate binding
could be a better choice. Furthermore, NUMAlloc allows users
to adjust the binding option according to their requirements.

4.4.2 Impact of Origin-aware Deallocation. NUMAlloc
adopts an origin-aware memory management to ensure the
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Figure 5. Scalability evaluation of different allocators.
All data are normalized to the runtime of the default Linux allocator with one thread.

locality of memory allocations and deallocations, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.3. Some NUMA-aware allocators take
locality into consideration during allocation, but neglect
to handle the remote deallocation, resulting in remote ac-
cesses when reusing the memory. Instead, NUMAlloc pro-
poses origin-aware deallocation which guarantees that a
freed object will always return to its original node’s heap.
We further verified the effect of this design and the results
are shown in Figure 7, where the data is normalized to the
runtime with origin-aware deallocation. According to the
Figure 7, all evaluated applications benefit from origin-aware
deallocation and applications that have more remote deal-
locations, such as canneal, streamcluster and vips, achieve
significant performance improvements. Overall, NUMAlloc
runs 3.8% slower if we do not consider the origin of freed
objects.

4.4.3 Impact of Incremental Sharing. As discussed in
Section 3.4, it is beneficial to embrace the transparent huge
page support in modern systems. We evaluate the perfor-
mance impact of transparent huge pages. The results are
shown in Figure 8. When integrating with transparent huge

pages, NUMAlloc achieves significantly better performance
for vips, where it is running 16% faster. On average, trans-
parent huge pages improve the performance by about 2.62%.
There are no applications that run slower with huge pages.
This clearly indicates that it is beneficial to enable transpar-
ent huge pages for the NUMA architecture, especially when
NUMAlloc is used. Although using huge pages may increase
the memory overhead, our incremental sharing mechanism
helps to reduce the memory fragmentation. In our experi-
ments with the PARSEC benchmark, we observed an average
savings of 10.1% inmemory overheadwhen incremental shar-
ing is enabled. As shown in Table 1, the memory overhead of
NUMAlloc is still acceptable, given the comparison of other
mainstream allocators and the hardware trend of increasing
memory capacity.

5 Discussion
This section describes some limitations of NUMAlloc. First,
NUMAllocmay consumemore memory than some popular al-
locators, especially when transparent huge pages are enabled.
NUMAlloc currently allocates a big chunk (larger than a huge
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(a) Normalized runtime without thread binding for default Linux
allocator and TCMalloc, where the lower is the better.

(b) Normalized runtime with node-interleaved and node-saturate binding
for NUMAlloc, where the lower is the better.

Figure 6. Performance impact of thread binding.

Figure 7. Normalized runtime with and without
origin-aware deallocation for NUMAlloc.

Figure 8. Normalized runtime with and without THP for
NUMAlloc.

page) from the OS, then the OS will satisfy the memory allo-
cations with huge pages when transparent huge pages are
enabled. Although this method reduces the possible system
call overhead and enjoys the performance benefits caused

by reducing TLB misses, it does introduce more memory
consumption. That is, the whole huge page will be wasted
even if applications only use a small portion of huge pages.
However, we believe that the memory overhead can be fur-
ther reduced by more fine-grained management, such as
TEMERAIRE’s mechanism. We leave this implementation to
our future work.
Second, NUMAlloc is designed with explicit thread bind-

ing, where people may be concerned that it conflicts with
the OS scheduler. In fact, based on our understanding, this
should not be a big issue due to the following reasons. (1)
NUMAlloc’s thread binding does not exclude OS-based sched-
uling, as it only binds a thread to a node rather than a core.
(2) NUMAlloc allows users to adjust the binding flexibly via
a configuration file to meet the needs of different workloads.
(3) Thread binding is even suitable for server applications
with thousands of threads, as NUMAlloc’s binding balances
the workload among different physical nodes.

6 Related Work
This section discusses some related work of NUMAlloc.
General Purpose Allocators. There exists a large number
of allocators [3, 8, 20, 24, 40], but they are not designed for
the NUMA architecture. Based on the management of small
objects, allocators can be further classified into multiple
types, such as sequential, BiBOP, and region-based alloca-
tors [23, 50]. Region-based allocators are suitable for special
situations where all allocated objects within the same region
can be deallocated at once [23]. For sequential allocators, sub-
sequent memory allocations are satisfied in the continuous
memory area, such as the Linux allocator [40] and Windows
allocator [50]. That is, objects of different sizes can be placed
continuously. For BiBOP-style allocators, one or multiple
continuous pages are treated as a “bag”, holding objects with
the same size class. NUMAlloc also belongs to BiBOP-style
allocators, as do many other high-performance and security-
focused allocators [3, 8, 20, 24, 50]. But NUMAlloc proposes
multiple special designs for the NUMA architecture.
NUMA-aware Allocators. TCMalloc-NUMA adds addi-
tional node-based freelists and free spans to store freed ob-
jects and pages belonging to the same node [31], which is
similar to NUMAlloc. It also invokes the mbind system call
to bind physical memory allocations to the node that the
current thread is running on, which is similar to JArena [62].
But JArena requires the co-design of applications, runtime
system and the underlying OS, which is not transparent to
users [62]. Also, both of them invoke too many mbind system
calls, and do not handle the metadata’s locality. nMART pro-
poses a NUMA-aware memory allocation for soft real-time
systems [35]. It proposes a node-oriented allocation policy
to minimize the access latency, and ensures temporal and
spatial guarantees for real-time systems. nMART requires
the change of the underlying OS, which is different from
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NUMAlloc. nMART also has a different target as NUMAlloc
that tries to meet the time requirement of real-time systems,
and NUMAlloc focuses more on the performance. mimalloc
also supports NUMA memory management [41]. It records
the associated NUMA node for each segment, and tries to ob-
tain a segment from the same node when reusing segments
between threads. mimalloc proposes a page-based freelist
that could only serve a thread at a time [41], where all ob-
jects will be returned to the same page-based freelist upon
deallocations. By allocating the physical memory of each
page locally, mimalloc has achieved some level of locality.
However, mimalloc cannot ensure local allocations when a
thread is migrated. NUMAlloc overcomes these issues, and
further balances the memory accesses from different nodes
via its node-interleaved thread binding.
NUMA-Aware Java Heap Management. Some approaches
focus on improving the performance of Java applications,
but they are not general-purpose memory allocators. Oga-
sawara et al. focus on finding the preferred node location for
JAVA objects during the garbage collection and memory allo-
cations [51], via thread stack, synchronization information,
and object reference graph. Tikir et al. propose to employ
hardware performance counters to collect the runtime infor-
mation of Java applications, and then migrate an object to
the closet node with most accesses [57]. NumaGiC reduces
remote accesses in garbage collection phases with a mostly
distributed design so that each GC thread will mostly collect
memory references locally, and utilize a work-stealing mode
only when no local references are available [25].
Combination of Task Scheduling and Memory Manage-
ment. Redline integrates task scheduling and memory man-
agement inside the OS level [61], to support interactive ap-
plications. Majo et al. propose to consider both data locality
and cache contention to achieve better performance for the
NUMA applications [46].Wagle observed that dynamicmem-
ory allocations, thread placement and scheduling, memory
placement policies, OS configurations may help improve the
query performance of in-memory databases [59]. Majo et
al. propose to set task-to-thread affinity, and pin threads to
specific cores to achieve a better performance [48]. Diener
proposes a new kernel framework to combine task manage-
ment and memory management together to achieve better
performance [17]. Debes et al. propose the combination of
enhanced work-pushing and deferred allocation together to
improve the performance for data-parallel tasks, but focus
on special programming models [19]. They inspire NUMAl-
loc’s binding-based memory management. But NUMAlloc is
the first work that exploits the benefits of binding inside a
memory allocator.
Huge Page Support of Memory Allocators. SuperMal-
loc [36] is possibly the first allocator that supports huge
pages. To reduce memory waste, it only utilizes huge pages
for large objects. LLAMA [45] allocates memory objects

with a similar expiration time to the same huge pages, and
utilizes machine learning to identify the lifetime of mem-
ory objects from each callsite. That is, LLAMA requires the
profiling to adjust its memory allocations for each applica-
tion, which could be expensive or inconvenient to do so.
TEMERAIRE [28], which is the default setting of TCMal-
loc, maximizes the usage of huge pages. It allocates big ob-
jects from huge pages, and also allocates small objects from
partially-filled huge pages. However, based on our investiga-
tion, TEMERAIRE does not allow different threads to share
the same huge page, possibly caused by the reason that TC-
Malloc is not a binding-based allocator, thenmaking different
threads share the same huge page could potentially introduce
toomany remote accesses. Instead, NUMAlloc allows the shar-
ing of huge pages from different threads, which helps reduce
the internal memory fragmentation. It is worth noting that
NUMAlloc did not utilize some sophisticated mechanisms
(such as TEMERAIRE or LLAMA) to manage huge pages,
but achieved a similar memory overhead with TCMalloc.
NUMAlloc could be further improved by borrowing some
sophisticated mechanisms of LLAMA and TEMERAIRE in
the future.
NUMA Libraries. Cantalupo et al. propose multiple APIs
that allow users to manage their memory in fine granularity
by combining with multiple existing system calls [12]. How-
ever, they are not targeting a general-purpose allocator, since
it requires programmers to manage the memory explicitly.
Majo et al. propose multiple source-code based algorithmic
changes in order to improve data sharing and memory access
patterns for NUMA architectures [47]. Williams et al. pro-
pose to group data structures that can be migrated together
with arenas [60]. Shoal also proposes a set of APIs that allow
the user to specify memory access patterns [30]. But both of
them need significant manual effort to employ this.
Reactive Systems for NUMA Architecture. Some systems
migrate tasks or physical pages reactively based on mem-
ory access patterns or other hardware characteristics [10,
11, 14, 15, 42]. NUMAlloc belongs to a proactive approach
that does not require explicit and page migration, which is
complementary to these reactive systems.

7 Conclusion
NUMAlloc is a memory allocator that is specially designed for
the NUMA architecture. Applications can be linked to NUMAl-
loc directly, without the change of code and recompilation.
NUMAlloc is different from existing memory allocators, as
it is the first binding-based allocator. On top of it, it further
proposes origin-aware memory management and incremen-
tal sharing to improve the locality and exploit huge pages.
Based on our extensive evaluation, NUMAlloc achieves a sig-
nificantly better performance than other popular allocators
on the NUMA architecture, which is running 15.7% faster
(and up to 4.6× faster) than the second-best allocator.
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